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Date 8 October 2018 
 

Subject Wilton South East Precinct: Koala Deed of Agreement 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
This document sets out a summary of the key obligations under the Koala Deed of Agreement 

dated 11 September 2018 between Walker Corporation Pty Limited and Wollondilly Shire Council 

(the “Deed”).   

Summary of Deed 

Matter Deed provision 

Koala plan 

of 

management 

From 11 September 2018, the parties are to work expeditiously together to develop 

a koala plan of management for the Allens Creek Corridor (the “Plan”) and lodge 

the Plan for approval with the Department of Planning.  The Plan is to include the 

following: 

 a koala habitat restoration plan, with such plan to also address the 
allocation of funding needed in order to implement the plan; 

 existing bushland weed management; 

 appropriate exclusion fencing installation around the koala habitat 
conservation area to protect koalas from Picton Road and the development 
interface with the South East Wilton; 

 bushfire asset protection zones for the Wilton South East Precinct to be 
clearly defined and not overlap the koala habitat conservation area;  

 areas undergoing environmental protection and habitat restoration works to 
be clearly identified and marked with signage; 

 a koala monitoring program to be developed with such program to also 
address the allocation of funding needed in order to implement the 
program; 

 the koala plan of management to be reviewed every 5 years; 

 an information brochure about the significance of the local koala population 
to be produced; 

 where required, measures to exclude dogs and cats from the koala habitat 
conservation area as far as practicable; 

 the installation of permanent koala warning signage in both directions on 
Picton Road; 

 the extent and placement of exclusion fencing along Picton Road; and   
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 detail the extent and specification of exclusion fencing and other 
infrastructure that will be used along the boundary of the exclusion areas. 

Retro-fitting 

of existing 

underpass 

structures 

From 11 September 2018 until 11 September 2020 (the “End Date”)  the parties 

agree to work expeditiously together to undertake detailed assessments of any 

reasonable retro-fitting measures required to optimise utility of the two existing 

underpass structures under Picton Road (shown in red in the plan attached) and 

where reasonable and practicable to do so, implement such measures. 

Other 

matters to 

be 

investigated 

From 11 September 2018 until the End Date the parties agree to work 

expeditiously together and use reasonable endeavours to: 

 investigate the widening of the koala corridor along Picton Road (including 
mechanisms to achieve any such widening), in the general area shown 
highlighted in yellow on the plan attached and use reasonable endeavours 
to implement any agreed widening: 

o subject to there not being a reduction in lot yield as a result of the 
widening having regard to the reasonable reallocation of any 
reduction in lot yield to other developable areas of the South East 
Wilton development; and  

o having regard to the requirements of any other relevant State 
Government Agency;  

 investigate additional koala offset areas along Picton Road through a land 
swap between the Wilton South East development and the Nepean 
Conservation Area, being the general area shown in blue on the plan 
attached; and 

 discuss the potential to create additional safe under-road passage locations 
for koalas in the Allens Creek Corridor and where such additional safe 
under-road passage locations are agreed between the parties and are 
within the Walker Land, implement such under-road passages. 

Extension to 

End Date 

The parties agree that the End Date may be extended by agreement between the 

parties (acting reasonably). 

Koala 

Working 

Group 

A koala working group is to be established to give effect to the matters in the Deed 

with the Working Group to meet at least once a month, have two representatives 

from Walker and Council and report back to each party on progress each 3 

months. 

Term The Agreement is to continue until the earlier of: 

 formal documentation is executed in relation to the Plan; and 

 the date that is 24 months from the date of the Deed. 

The parties' commitment to work expeditiously together to develop a koala plan 

of management for the Allens Creek Corridor and lodge the Plan for approval 

with the Department of Planning survives any termination of the Deed.   
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